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Abstract 

 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) invaded medical applications widely. In the past decades 

the expansion of WSN had enhanced theoverall life aspects, its wide range of capability is utilized 

in the medical area. It is mainly used for periodical analyzes of human physiological activities like 

heart rate, blood pressure, sugar and glucose level etc. There are two types of sensors such as 

wearable and implanted, in which wearable applies on the human body surface or at close contact 

for action. The implantable medical devices are other kinds that insert into the human body in order 

to measure for various needs. On the health monitoring system, by means of smart work existing 

systems achieves examining of patient’s activities periodically without the doctor. Wireless Sensor 

technology is well structured with hundreds or thousands of sensing nodes. These sensing nodes are 

mainly responsible for capturing or sensing the data. Then the acquired patient physiological details 

along with other needful information’s were passed through the connected nodes. In the modern 

age, handling of these sensitive data is quite challenge in maintaining its security as well as privacy. 

To achieve this some security and privacy methods are followed by the research community. In this 

paper, several monitoring system are analyzed, which are perfect in monitoring various 

physiological parameters from the patient body. Generally, in healthcare monitoring system the 

nodes in the patient’s body collect the signals from the wireless sensors and pass it to the base 

station. These sensing behavior updated to the doctor periodically about the patient’s heart rate, 

blood pressure and so on through the application. In the future, it effectively solves the issues of 

communication delay between the doctor and patient. On overall it will gain good performance and 

considered to be more beneficial in the medical field.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In medical applications there are several wireless technologies are used such as WBAN, 

WPAN, WWSN etc. Among which most widely used technology is Wireless Body Area Network 

(WBAN) for measuring the patient physiological signals. WBAN continuously operates the sensors 

and measures various activities like blood pressure, heart rate, glucose levels, and mobility etc. 

Generally, in the medical field, wireless sensor networks are two kinds such as wearable and 

implanted. In this survey, we have presented Wearable Wireless Sensor Networks (WWSN). The 

wireless sensors networks performance is examined on its aspect in healthcare or hospital 

environment. On this field, it is applied in a secured manner and analysis are based on the packet 

loss, access delay, packet segmentation etc. The patient’s periodical activities like EEG, ECG, and 

GSRetc are monitored by implementing Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN). For research 

process, all the analysis from the several sensors communicates with the personal server. There are 

several applications also exists in monitoring sick patients body position measurement in hospitals 

and at homes. All the information’s like health, energy expenditure and fitness about an individual 

patient's are collected by the Body-area networks. On the aspect of wireless communications, 

analysis of cross-layer is more important. In the traditional layered approach, there are three major 

problems such as; 
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 In the traditional layered approach, sharing of different information within the different 

layers is not possible. It leads to incomplete sharing of information on each layer. 

 Network optimization is not guaranteed in the traditional layered approach. 

 The traditional layered approach cannot adapt to environmental change. It is due to the 

interference among different users, fading, access conflicts and change of environment 

in the WSN’s. The wired networks of traditional layered approach are not suitable for 

wireless networks. 

 

The remaining section of this paper is as follows. In section 2, discuss the research motivation 

and its key objectives. Section 3, represents the research challenges in detail. In section 4, analyze 

several kinds of literature surveys and their research work implementations and results obtained. 

Section 5, explains a clear view about the architecture of WSN Health monitoring system. In 

section 6, discuss the security Issues.In section 7, explain the various threats and attacks. In section 

8, discuss the conclusion and future works. 

 

2. Research Motivation  

 

The technology advancement and enhancement had a great impact regarding the necessity 

of healthcare domain, which make use of smart devices rapidly. Now –a – day’s more healthcare 

gadgets are more commonly used by patients at home. Most of the healthcare gadgets are 

encompass sensors. They are mostly transducers and having the detecting capability of thermal 

optical, chemical, electrical and other signals [1].The motto of this research is improving the health 

monitoring systems which are based on the IoT devices. Those devices collect information’s from 

the WSNs and effectively processed the context-sensitive data which are relevant to the patients. 

 

2.1 Key Objectives of Healthcare Systems  

 

Few of the healthcare systemskey objectives as follows; 

 

1) Enhancement in clinical decision making. 

2) Minimizing duplication of diagnostic testing, imaging, and history taking. 

3) Well-defined medication management. 

4) Adoption of screening programs have maximized and health measures are also 

preventive. 

 

 

 

3. Research challenges  

 

In the real-time world, theevolution of WSN is rapid by its wide variety of applications in 

various fields. Its enhanced potentiality has modified our economy and life in a quiet manner. Still, 

there is a need for advanced protocols and algorithms to overcome the real-time challenges in this 

field. Before designing a better protocol it is important to analyze its working as well as a deep 

understanding of the challenges. Major challenges in implementing a Health Monitoring System are 

listed below; 

 

1) Ensuring privacy and security  

2) Technical issues 

3) Organizational obstacles 

4) Financial costs 

5) Different policies 

6) Effective training programs for practitioners and healthcare providers 
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4. Literature survey 

 

In this survey section, we have discussed different technologies which are to be utilized in 

the proposed research. Other works based on this research will also be reviewed in the upcoming 

subsections 

 

Data distribution to several nodes is considered as one of the major problems in wireless 

sensor network [3-7]. The major task which is considered in WSN processing is task scheduling, 

allocating and data sensing. In WSN’s, OS and middleware architectures were also plays important 

role in data distribution. In recent years, the implementation of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) 

in health care monitoring system was increased tremendously. In many kinds of research, the 

remote server carried out the process of the sensor, emergency messages sending and health state 

decisions making entirely. Managing and transmission of huge data volume consume more 

communication resource. This makes the remote server lack in performance as well as the delay in 

decision time and notification time. 

 

Ahmed Harbouche et al proposed the implementation of WBSN in his work. The WBSN is 

a wireless network that is specially structured which enables communication flow between the 

sensor nodes. These are sensor nodes are attached to a human body which is responsible for 

monitoring vital signals, parameters, and environment. The WBSN systems design and 

implementation on health monitoring field grab lot of attention among the researchers. The costly 

health care’s encouraged this design and pave a way for the development of miniature health 

monitoring devices.  

 

D Mahesh Kumar designed a special prototype for WSN health care systems at a home 

environment. It is a concept of smart gateway integration based on interconnection and services 

management platform. This design built an association between WS and public communication 

networks. The combined structure of lightweight database, smart gateway system and onboard data 

decision system enables effective patients' health state decisions even in low-power and low-cost 

embedded systems. It also establishes the communication protocols among the WSN, gateway and 

remote servers. For achieving of exact report and information notifications to caregivers, Ethernet, 

WI-FI and GSM/GPRS communication modules were also additionally integrated.  

 

To bridge communication between the residents and their caregivers, in-home pervasive 

networks provides a continuous report on medical monitoring, medical data access, memory 

enhancement and emergency communication [8, 9]. By means of the constant monitoring it 

possible to detect the emergency conditions and diseases of the patients. Additionally based on the 

environment it also allows offers a wide range of healthcare services in the aspect of cognitive and 

physical disabilities [10]. It is more benefits for the parents in delivering high-quality care services 

for their babies and little children. To innovate a broad vision of smart healthcare, a combined 

dedication is carried out among the computer, networking, and medical field researchers globally. 

 

5. Healthcare Monitoring System Working Principle  

 
Fig-1 General architecture Health monitoring system in WSN 
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In the architecture of WSN Health monitoring system, the base station consists one or more 

components like computational, energy and communication resources. Those are responsible for the 

communication of data between the sensor nodes and the end user as well as forwarding data WSN 

to a server.  

 

A WSN is a wireless network with spatially distributed autonomous devices mainly utilized for 

monitoring the physical or environmental conditions [11-21]. This WSN system act as a gateway 

by providing a link to the wired world and distributed nodes. The selection of wireless protocol is 

based on your requirements. The available wireless protocol is 2.4 GHz radios which are based on 

either IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11 standards or proprietary radios of generally 900 MHz. 

 

 

 

 

Fig-2 Structure diagram in Healthcare monitoring system 

 

In a typical sensor network, the major components are; 

 

Sensor nodes: Sensor nodes are considered as the heart of the network.  The main responsibility 

of these sensor nodes is collecting and routing the gathered information’s. 

 

Sensor field: It is an area where the nodes to get placed.  

 

Base Station: In the network, the base station is the central point of controls. The extract the 

data and distributes those data into the network. For the other network, it is a gateway, storage 

place, powerful data processing component and access point where a human can interface. A base 

station can be a laptop or a workstation, on which the data are streamed by means of various 

communication modes like the Internet, wireless channels, satellite etc. 

 

User:  User is who using the data or information of the wireless sensor network. The user can 

perform some desired task or take a decision by means of this informations.  

 

      This survey represents Wearable Wireless Sensor Networks and the performance of WSN in the 

healthcare system. Fig 3 describes the Body sensor network (BSN) systems architecture in 

providing healthcare services. It performs major functions like medical data access, medical 

monitoring and providing communication between the healthcare provider and the doctor. In 

emergency situations, these communications were sent to the doctor via SMS or GPRS. The 

wearable or implantable body sensor networks in the human executes continuous health monitoring 

and maximize the emergency condition detections among the patients. In addition, this system 

enables several suitable methods for acquiring and monitoring the physiological signals . These 

systems improve the patient's life quality without interrupting their normal life. 

 

 

Sensor Nodes  Base station  End-user 
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Fig-3 Functional diagram health care monitoring system in WSN 

 

 

 

The present system achieves continuous monitoring of patient vital signs. This system needs 

the sensors to be connected with the PC's and make the patient be free from the bed. The wireless 

devices and wireless networks design do not required any relationship between equipment and 

sensors. It enables the patient to move around, but within the specific range for monitoring. 

Because on out of range it is not possible to collect the data. Take an example, an application for 

monitoring and controlling a pregnant woman. In general, the blood pressure of a pregnant woman 

is as same as the other normal person. But in pregnancy period it is must to monitor the blood 

pressure mainly for preeclampsia.  A frequent BP check is to be carried, at the case on too high the 

women need to be hospitalized. In the existing system, the sensors attached to the patient’s body 

detects the physiological signals and send to base-station along with the PC for the purpose of 

storing and analyzing. In the emergency cases, an alert by means of short message service (SMS) is 

also provided for immediate responses and rescues. 

 

       6. Security issues  

Security is one in all the fore most concern in WSN, once it involves the medical system additional 

care ought to be taken to retain its privacy. On the side of security, many peoples outlined in 

numerous terms however the fact is maintaining the privacy of a system all told manner. consistent 

with the America Department of commerce web site security may be a condition with numerous 

institution and maintenance of protecting measures that guarantee during a state of inviolability 

from hostile acts or influences. 

The need for advancement in the healthcare system and WSN advantages make the healthcare 

system in a wireless nature. In this advancement, the major issue is security threats. These security 

threats were leads to severe problems of an individual who uses the wireless sensor devices. 

Especially in some cases tracking the patient location may lead to unexpected serious losses. Some 

people maliciously track those private data and harm those patients. These drawbacks have widely 

grabbed the research community attention and always be in the active topic. In recent time’s 

research on wireless sensor networks security issues are the major research areas. Various authors 

demonstrate their works on WSN security issues and some latest work specifically addressed 

security issues in healthcare applications. In the following section, we highlighted and discuss some 

major real-time threats and attacks along with its countermeasures. 
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       7. Threats and attacks 

Security issues in the healthcare applications of sensor networks are considered as the 

security issue of a WSN application environment. These security issues are of two levels such as 

system security and information security. A detail discussed in the following subsections. The 

author states there are two types of threats and attacks such as passive and active. The passive 

attack occurs during the routing of data packets in the systems. In which by means of the malicious 

activities the attacker divert the packet's destination or make routing inconsistent. There is a huge 

possibility of stealing health data by interfering in the wireless communication media. Next active 

attacks, it is deeply in concern as it leads to a life-threatening situation. Because it paves a way for 

cruel minded peoples in getting the location of the user by means of eavesdropping. 

 In the normal sensor device design, the external security features are limited and hence the 

possibility for physical tempering. These maximize the chance of device vulnerability and creates 

some severe security challenges. Correspondingly during the transmission between WBAN 

networks through GPRS, valid data can be stolen by eavesdropping.  

.Data modification— For some illegal purposes, malicious attacker delete, replace the partial or 

entire information's and send the modified data to the original receiver. In the case of health-related 

data modifying those results in severe cases like system failure and even disaster for a person.  

a. Impersonation attack—An attacker interrupts in the wireless sensor node’s identity information 

and those are more comfortable to cheat the other nodes in the network. 

b. Eavesdropping—The major problem of wireless channel used by sensor networks is the 

possibility of an opponent interruption in radio communications between the wireless nodes 

freely and easily. The stolen data were utilized for malicious purposes that results in severe 

causes.   

c. Replaying— The attacker can get a piece of valid information by means of interruption and 

resend to the original user to do some kind of violability in a different case.  

These attacks and security threats are of both internal and external. It is hard to track the external 

attackers as they are not in part of the system. The main objective of these attackers is stealing valid 

personal data. Consider to wired media, wireless media is more vulnerable and easy for the 

attackers. The increasing value of personal health data maximizes the possibility of stealing in 

using both internal and external attacks. 

8. Conclusion and Future Work  

 

This paper demonstrates various existing WSN technology applied in health care 

monitoring system. This survey is generally based on the art of technologies in meeting the 

requirements which are stated by the dictatorial authorities. In existing works, the scholar first 

outstretched the different real-time issues like privacy, security, energy consumption of sensor 

nodes. Then they examine its cause and effects of these issues. In this survey not the entire list of 

challenges provided, but the represented challenges are considered as the major issues facing in 

wireless sensor networks. These challenges are mainly seen in WSN implementation on other 

application domains like energy, agriculture, and transportations. Our survey explains the wireless 

technology implementation in the medical field as well as their enormous energy consumption and 

security threats. By means of the disadvantages observed from the existing systems, this paper 

planned to fulfill the drawbacks in energy consumption, privacy and security issues in the future 

work. 
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